Terahertz (THz) and sub-THz frequency emitter-detector technology is receiving increasing attention because of key applications in several fields. In particular, ultrafast THz receivers are desired for compact, ultrafast spectroscopy and communication systems. While most of the available THz detectors (thermal, FET …) are currently limited in response time by slow thermal processes and/or by the read-out electronics, quantum well infrared photodetectors (QWIP) are excellent candidates given their intrinsic ps-range response [1]. The key to true ultrafast response is an aggressive reduction in device size, well below the typical diffraction-limited optical cavities [2].
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In this contribution, we demonstrate ultrafast sub-wavelength ( /10) THz QWIP detectors based on a 3D splitring geometry recently developed in our team [3] . The key idea is to exploit a miniaturized loop RF antenna as a coupler element to efficiently feed THz radiation ( =100-200 μm) into an ultra-sub-wavelength ( /25) QWIP active core (active volume ~20 μm 3 , as depicted in Fig. 1 (a). The LC resonance of the device has been set by carefully selecting both the capacitor and inductor sizes in order to match the GaAs/AlGaAs QWIP response band (detection peak at ~3 THz) [4] .
Several arrays and even single "meta-atom" detectors equipped with individual electrical contacts have been implemented and fully characterized optically and electrically. Photocurrent spectra show a clear response around 3 THz at 4.5 K, as reported in Figure 1 (b). The measured dark currents are very low due to the sub-wavelength active volume: less than 2 nA and 20 nA for single device and array configuration, respectively, for the typical operational bias. The background-limited infrared performance temperature (Tblip) is 8 K for both configurations, similarly to what is found when the same material is processed in a standard mesa geometry.
We have explored the operational electrical bandwidth of these devices: the effect of the extremely small size on the device speed is dramatic. Experimentally measured electrical S-parameters place the cut-off frequency -for both single object and array configurations -at above 20 GHz. In order to perform a direct optical response analysis, we have illuminated the detector with a 3 THz QCL, operating in continuous wave, that was intensitymodulated using an RF synthesizer. The output of the detector was amplified and fed to a spectrum analyzer. Figure 1(c) shows the spectrum obtained when the QCL is modulated at 1.5 GHz (solid red line) while the solid blue line is the noise reference with the QCL operated under threshold. Our latest results, which will be thoroughly discussed during the talk, prove a clear optical response up to 2.5 GHz for the array geometry, currently limited only by the experimental setup (current laser modulation speed). 978-1-5090-6736-7/17/$31.00 c 2017 IEEE
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